This PDF file includes: Table S1 . Linear fitting results of bulk Mn ions based on Mn-L 3 mRIXS-iPFY. Table S2 . Linear fitting results of surface Mn ions based on Mn-L 3 TEY. (Table 1 ). The numbers of LOR are defined by the mRIXS-sPFY area changes between charged and discharged states, converted by the ratio of capacity per area change (Method-II as detailed in manuscript). The numbers of nLOR is obtained by deducting the LOR contribution from the total OR capacity ( Table 2 ). Note that the MnR and LOR quantification results based on mRIXS are consistent with the quantifications from electrochemical profile (Fig. 4) . Compared with Fig. 4 shown with electrochemical capacity, the electron charge transfer numbers here are calculated based on Nernst Equation with the same set of data. The cycling profile is colored to visualize the three different kinds of redox reactions at different voltage ranges, with blue, red, and green (dotted) lines representing bulk MnR, lattice OR, and non-lattice OR reactions, respectively. 
